Friday 22nd January 2021

Review: 17—Headteacher’s Update
Dear all,
Remote Learning
I would like to thank those parents who kindly completed the parental survey on Remote Learning. Below is the feedback from the 265
responses we had. 10 = Strongly agree, 1 = Strongly disagree

Year

Overall, I am happy with the current
remote learning offer at RBA

The remote learning being offered at RBA has
improved since the first lockdown

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Average

8.3
8.2
8.3
8.9
8.7
8.9
9

N/A
9.0
8.9
9.5
8.9
9.3
9.3

8.6

9.2

(((
The table of results above indicates that overall parents are happy with the remote learning that we have put in place so far and that parents strongly agree that it has improved since the last lockdown. We certainly learned a lot from the last lockdown and we quickly moved to
introduce MS Teams and iPads and much of the improvement has been down to that. However, we know from our own evaluation and
from the individual comments there are still areas that we wish to improve on, for example, improving feedback. We will continue to work
on this and staff are participating in regular iPad and MS Teams training as they quickly learn to adapt to these new teaching tools. Whilst
we don’t know yet when the Government will allow schools to re-open and we do not have a crystal ball, in my view it seems that remote
learning may need to continue after half-term, so the importance of making sure remote teaching is as good as it can be will remain a high
priority for us.

Remote Learning – working environment
Having the right environment for your child to work at home will massively support them during this period of lockdown. Below are a few
ways parents can help their child:
Set a designated area for learning – Find a space away from distractions that your child can use solely to study and complete work. This
can help you get into a working mindset and improve your focus. It could be a separate room or just a table.
Keep your desk tidy – a clean and tidy work environment can boost productivity and help you focus. Put things away after you’re done
with them to make the tidying process easier. Take a few minutes at the end of each study session to clear your working space to prepare
for the following day. This will help clear your mind and reduce stress.
Put your phone away – at school, students are not allowed to use their phones. Keep this same rule whilst working from home to help
reduce a huge potential distraction and keep their focus where it needs to be.
Maintain a routine – Having a routine allows your child to divide their time and prioritise what is important.

Devices and wi-fi
We are still working hard to support families who are in need of a suitable device for their child’s remote learning. I have been in contact
with some local charities and businesses and I am hopeful that with their support we will be able to purchase some more re-conditioned
laptops next week. We have a waiting list of families wanting a device and once we are able to purchase some new laptops we will contact
those families. We have not forgotten about you and we are working on this!
If your child is still working from a mobile phone and you have not added your name to our waiting list for a laptop, please can you let us
know and we will add you to our waiting list. Please email us at: admin@robertbarclayacademy.co.uk
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Year 11 Parents Evening
We very much apologise for having to postpone the parents evening last Thursday. This was down to a software issue with the company
that we use, SchoolCloud. We have re-scheduled the event for Thursday 28th January and parents should by now have received the
details.

Summer Exams
As you will have seen, the DfE are now consulting on the final arrangements for awarding GCSE, A-level and BTEC grades this summer.
The consultation does indicate what the likely process will be as it suggests:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Grades will be awarded based on teacher assessment using a broad range of evidence
Ofqual will consider using externally set, but internally marked tests to help support teacher’s assessment of students
Coursework should continue and can be used to inform judgements
It is important that students are taught for as long as possible to give them the opportunity to catch-up
Teachers’ final judgement on students’ grades should be made as late as possible in the academic year
Schools will be required to quality assure teachers’ judgements and there will be some external sampling
A review and appeal process will be available for students
We are hoping that final decisions will be made by Ofqual by February half term. Mr Rome will share more information as it soon as it
comes out.

Year 11 Meetings
This week, I have had the real pleasure of virtually meeting all the Year 11 students for one to one discussion about their current progress.
As in previous years, I have found these meetings extremely valuable as it provides me with good feedback about what is working well and
what areas need improving. The students have also then been having Sixth Form/Next Step careers and aspiration meetings with Mr
Creasey and Mr White. I plan to be having similar meetings with Year 13s.

“It does not matter how slowly you go so long as you do not stop.”
(Confucius)

Enjoy the weekend.

Ced de la Croix
Headteacher
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HEADTEACHER COMMENDATIONS
Milli Bhadesia 8A
Sophie Bradford 8C
Lyris Jackson 8C
Freya Chapman 8D
Sofia Cornely-Lewis 8R
Jay Kent 8R
Callum Chadwick-Bacon 9E
Cyril Preaudat 10D
Alysia Lawrence 10E
Bethan Wilsdon 10E
Aj Eaton-Carlisle 11E

THOUGHT OF THE WEEK

LIBRARY NEWS
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AMAZING REMOTE LEARNING IN RE
This week it has been absolutely great to give out so many R1s and R2s from the RE
department, for so many excellent pieces of work, from all year groups. Please keep up the
hard work and send your excellent work through to Mr Stuttle and I will reward superb
work. All the work has been on a variety of different topics covering: Judaism with a study of
Anne Frank, considering the key tenants of Islam, considering the life of Jesus and studying
the ethical debates surrounding cohabitation. Keep displaying those excellent RE skills and I
look forward to seeing you in our next lesson together. Many thanks, Mr Stuttle

CAD WORK AT HOME YEAR 9
Well done to Callum Chadwick-Bacon who has created the below
Robot and Lamp shade in CAD. He is really demonstrating an innate
ability to use CAD and more impressively to render designs well! He
is creating many designs without being asked to do it!
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RBA LIBRARY
Sadly, the RBA School Library may not be available to everyone at the moment, but Year 7 library lessons continue and, recently, they were
asked to review their Xmas reading. I received some super reviews and it is so encouraging to see the enjoyment that they get from reading a
good book and the range of books being read. There were certainly one or two books that I had not read before and that I wanted to read
after reading their reviews (the sign of a good review). Here are a few of the reviews that stood out and also some good reading recommendations too:
Freddie Magona in 7D read a biography Pele by Harry Harris, which he said was a “brilliant book” and “who wouldn’t want to know about the
king.”
Ben Grahame in 7D read The Extinction Trials by S.M.Wilson
Molly Rudolph in 7D read I Am Not A Number by Lisa Heathfield
Lani Hoang in 7E read Skulduggery Pleasant by Derek Landy and is on the 5th book in the series, which I know she is really enjoying.
Maya Przybyszewska in 7E read Tins by Alex Shearer. Maya said that the cover of this book looks “super boring” but when she read the book it
turned out to be really good. She certainly made me want to read it.
Ayani Lingibe-Ajavon in 7E read To Be Perfectly Honest by Jess Vallance.
Phoebe Curtis in 7E read 100 Days of Sunlight by Abbie Emmons. Phoebe said that she “couldn’t put it down!” and that the book will “take you
through a fantastic story embedded with lots of emotion.”
Mason Morgan in 7E read The Secret Diary of Adrian Mole Aged 133/4 by Sue Townsend.
Chloe Robins in 7C read The Diary of Anne Frank. Chloe talks about Anne’s courage and spirit and thinks there is something for us all to learn
by reading her diary – I agree.
Freddie Slater in 7C read Harry Potter and The Philosopher’s Stone by J.K.Rowling.
Owen Williams in 7C read Percy Jackson and The Lightning Thief by Rick Riordan
Daniel Codd in 7A read Running Wild by Michael Morpurgo, which he said he would recommend as a good adventure story.
Sarah Currie-Barrington in 7A read Little Women by Louisa May Alcott. She said she enjoyed the descriptions in the novel which “suck you into
the pages and transport you into their lives.”
Well done to all the Year 7s who sent me reviews and I have awarded house points and commendations. If any Year 8 – 13s have read a good
book recently I would love to hear from you as well:
hharrington@robertbarclayacademy.co.uk

GEOGRAPHY RETRIEVAL QUIZ WINNERS
This week Miss Burlton continued to set her year 9, 10 and 11’s a challenge to see which class could score the most points in their retrieval
quiz.
Miss Burlton runs this quiz in the last 10 minutes of every lesson, to help assess their understanding of previous topics.

All groups worked incredibly hard this week to improve on the number of points they scored. It was a close match this week with year 10’s
scoring 48 points in 10 minutes. This was an increase of 16 points from last week, so a huge well done to them.
However this weeks winners is a draw between the year 9’s and year 11’s with a whopping 52 points!!!!!
Massive congratulations to: Sonny, Archie, Kadija, Teddie, Callum, John, Alex, Joshua, Eddie, Ergita, Gracie, Henry, Tom, Summer, Max, Lily,
Ivy, Rhys and Alfie (year 9) and Tia, Mia, Andrea, Amie, Andreas, Archie, Daisy, Charley, Chantal, Bethany, Charles, Sydie Teddi, Leah, Alessandro, Finley, Joseph, Mollie, Frankie, Luke, Daniel, Chardonnay, Megan.K, Melissa, Jimmy, Jamie, Kian, Ryan, Paolo and Harley (year 11)
I look forward to seeing who the winners are next week! Keep it up guys.
Miss Burlton
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WOW! WORKSPACE FROM RBA
This week the JLT and RBA staff have been taking picture of their workspaces and sending them in. These are all of
our ‘Wild Workspaces’. We have loved receiving these pictures and the great variety of remote learning is absolutely
amazing. The reason behind these pictures is just a reminder to students, staff and parents about the importance of
a good environment for remote learning. Below are just some helpful hints and the reason why they are helpful:

•

Sit on a sturdy chair – This helps promote correct posture and attention to your work

•

Sit at a desk or table – It gives enough space to spread out your device and documents

•

Have equipment nearby – This means you are not getting up every 5 seconds and missing work or messages

•

Have a space that you can leave or tidy up – It means at the end of the day you can relax away from work

•

Enjoy natural daylight – Have an open window or natural light to keep you alert and refreshed
Put reminders and supportive notes/pictures near you – These help keep you on task and motivated

What else have I missed from my list? This is so important for students and would ask all parents to provide a suitable place for their child to work.
It doesn’t matter if your workspace is small or untidy, it just matters that you have one that is suitable for a working
environment.

Enjoy the pictures. Many thanks,

Mr Stuttle
[on behalf of the JLT]

YEAR 8— GEOGRAPHY
Over the past 2 weeks year 8 Geography students have been working on a project about ecosystems.
Miss Burlton and Mr Cook have been very impressed with all the work produced and have issued a
range of R3 Headteacher Commendations for projects that have gone above and beyond.
Take a look at just a small sample of the projects received.
Keep up the good work guys.
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